for pleas and perquisites pertaining to the said honours, not to inter-
meddle in anything pertaining to the honours and to restore to the
said Geoffrey anything they have received from them in the interval.

Presentation of Nicholas Lungespe to the church of Wikes, in the
king's gift by reason of the island of Portland being in his hands; 
directed to W. bishop of Salisbury.

Mandate to the tenants of the castles and lands of Peter de Sabaudia
in the counties of Essex, Hertford, Norfolk, Lincoln, Nottingham
and York, to be intendant to Guichard de Charron, to whom the king,
by letters patent under his smaller seal, committed the said castles
and lands, which had been occupied by some persons during the
disturbance of the realm; as certain persons assert that the said
letters are surreptitious because they were sealed under the smaller
seal, the king that they may know that those letters went forth with
his will has caused the present letters to be sealed with the great seal.

Pardon, at the instance of Richard Folio, to William son of Thomas
de Grimeston of Norton, for the death of Richard de Stapelton, and
of any consequent outlawry; as it appears by inquisition made by
Peter de Percy that he killed him in self defence.

Dec. 13. | Protection without clause, until Michaelmas, for the prior and
Windsor.
Windsor.
Dec. 13. | Protection without clause, until Michaelmas, for the prior and
Windsor.
convent of Giseburn.
Dec. 13. | Commitment during pleasure to John de la Rede of all the lands
Windsor.
of Peter de Sabaudia in the county of Sussex; with mandate to the
tenants to be intendant to him.
Mandate to John la War to deliver to him the said lands and all
the goods of the said Peter in that county; provided that the goods
be appraised by good men and delivered by chirograph.

MEMBRANE 19.

Dec. 14. | Pardon, at the instance of John de Warenna, to John Berenger of
Windsor.
Lewes for the death of John Payn, whereof he is appealed, and of
any consequent outlawry.
Dec. 16. | Mandate to Robert de Veteri Ponte to deliver to Guichard de
Windsor.
Charron the castles of Richemond and Boghes with all the lands late
cf Peter de Sabaudia in the county of York, which are in his hands
by reason of the late disturbance of the realm, and which the king
has committed to the said Guichard during pleasure, and to execute
his mandate in such sort that the king may not have to betake
himself to him for his default.

Licence for life for Philip Basset to hunt with his own dogs the hare,
the fox, the cat, the badger and the cony throughout the forests of
England, except in fence month; so that he do not take the great deer
or course in warrens; and grant that he may stretch his nets wherever
he will to take the said creatures (feras) to wit, hares, foxes, cats,
badgers and conies.

Licence for life for William de Aette to hunt with his own dogs
the hare, the fox, the badger and the cat through the forests of
Essex.